Articles
Atton, Chris. F.
   Exercises included in an undergraduate BI course encourage students to analyze and evaluate information and retrieval methods.
Bailin, Sharon.
Baron Ann E.
   Discusses the advantages of multimedia research projects, including critical thinking skills, student motivation and cooperation and collaboration.
Farah. B. D.
   Information literacy: Retooling Evaluation Skills in the Electronic Information Environment. Journal of Educational Technology Systems 24 (1995-96): 127-33. Discusses the integration of information literacy skills into classroom activities in order to more fully exploit electronic resources. Topics include critical thinking skills, context in the curriculum, the impact of technology, and literature reviews.
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Kloss, R. J.
Leckie, G. J.
Madge, C.
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Books
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Missimer, C. A.
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Electronic Resources

Champeli, L.
A School Media Specialists Introductory Guide to Developing Critical Thinking and Inquiry Skills Using Web-based Resources and Activities
This guide identifies some of the resources on the web that define critical thinking and support educators in their effort to help students become information literate.
<URL: http://www.monroe.lib.in.us/~lchampel/webinq.html >

Critical Thinking Community.
Provides workshop information, educators' resources, book and video story and library of critical thinking articles for colleges, universities, secondary and primary levels.
<URL: http://www.sonoma.edu/cthink/>

Critical Thinking in Secondary Schools.
A bibliography of resources.
<URL: http://www.indiana.edu/~eric_rec/ieo/bibs/crit-sec.html>
Illinois State Library. (June 7, 1996).  
**Kids and Libraries-Caught Up in Reading and the Net Developing Critical Thinking for Internet Users.**  
Lists web sites that deal with evaluative information, new information, and research-related information.  
<URL: http://www.sos.state.il.us/depts/library/programs/kids/eval_cr.html>  

**THINK-L, Critical Thinking Discussion List**  
THINK-L is a mailing list for the discussion of critical thinking. Membership to the group is available to anyone. To join the group, send the following message:  
"sub THINK-L FirstName LastName"  
to the following address:  
listserv@umslvma.umsl.edu  

Zieger, Laura Bardoff. (Spring 1995).  
**Critical Thinking Resources: An Annotated Bibliography.**  
Bibliographies and Selection Aids, Professional Books, Methodology Texts, Activities/Manipulatives, Audio Visuals, and Computer Software/Multimedia.  
<URL: http://www.montclair.edu/Pages/CRC/Bibliographies/Critical Thinking.html>  
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